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Yurt Hire UK
Luxury Yurts from Roundhouse Yurts
Wonderful luxury yurt hire for parties, weddings, business events, and children’s entertainment.  Plus enjoy our yurt hire for luxury glamping or just a fun sleepover experience with friends. Roundhouse Yurts own hand-crafted frames with top quality tailor-made covers provide bespoke yurt rental across the whole of the country whatever the weather.
Together with an inspiring range of authentic accessories, interior decorations, and furnishings, yurt hire from us is a stress-free complete service from delivery to set-up and then collection.
The yurts for hire range in size from a 16ft bedroom yurt up to a 28ft large party or event yurt. Choose the yurt hire you want and follow the links below for more information.
 


Parties
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Vibrant, sociable party yurts to bring the wow factor to any celebration or gathering. Hire our authentic yurt accessories and decorations to complete your theme.




Events
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Create the best first impression for your business when you hire a yurt from us for your next event. Make an impact with our hospitality yurts for every occasion. Large manor style oak doors coupled with stylish interiors will ensure your guests will have enjoyed a memorable event in your yurt.




glamping
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Luxury camping, (glamping) doesn’t get any better than this. Imagine a five star bedroom yurt transported to your favourite location anywhere in the country. An experience that will change your idea of camping forever!




Wedding Night
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Celebrate your wedding night under the stars in one of our beautiful yurts. A choice of stunning antique beds, luxury down bedding and champagne on ice, your wedding night yurt will delight and amaze you. A truly unique start to your life together.







Event Yurt Hire
No matter what the occasion or what you’re celebrating, at Roundhouse Yurts we have a number of luxury Yurts for hire, the team at Roundhouse Yurts will be more than happy to help you create that beautiful backdrop for your special occasion.
If you are looking for a beautiful and unique wedding venue, planning an extravagant corporate event or wanting to celebrate in style with your family and friends; our friendly team will be with you from start to finish.
Why Choose a Yurt
Yurts are the quintessential glamping accommodation, whether you're after a Mongolian-style escape or a glitz and glamour getaway, nowadays there are plenty of different yurts to choose from. Enjoy space, warmth, and style in this classic glamping structure and make the most of nights beneath the stars. Some of the reasons we believe you should hire a yurt to include:
	There are loads of open space, great for families
	Light and airy in summer, they’re also designed to keep you cosy in winter
	Simple and versatile they offer room for variation in décor and details at every site
	They’re full of traditional and romance, with wonderful woodwork on show
	You can’t beat cosy nights around a wood-burner!

For Yurt Hire UK, Choose Roundhouse Yurts
Host with a difference or escape your everyday life with a beautiful yurt from Roundhouse Yurts. No matter what your reason is for hiring a yurt our team will bring them to you, pitch them for you and leave you to relax and enjoy. When you are finished simply call us and we will come to a pack up, leaving zero traces of us being there apart from your memories; which are yours to keep.
 Why not browse our website to see what’s on offer or view our gallery to see how you can create fond family memories or a simplistic romantic getaway? Our team is always on hand to chat and will be more than happy to discuss any of your requirements, it goes without saying each occasion is different and we are happy to adjust our furnishing and prices accordingly.
 For any questions or bookings please don’t hesitate to get in touch with our team today.
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